It is important to find out interactive links between pairs of utterances in multi-party conversation like an online chat. Though the usage of linguistic information is necessary to do this, we showed the better performance to this criterion by using physical meta-information that consists of the number of conversation members, the distance between utterances, and the frequency of individual utterance. The result of the examination of Decision Tree learning showed the accuracy is 84.1%, the precision is 87.1% and the recall is 66.9% for link between same speaker's utterances, and the accuracy is 77.5%, the precision is 68.5% and the recall is 56.8% for link between others' utterances. The result of the examination without metainformation showed the accuracy is 62.7%, the precision is 86.7%, the recall is 64.5% for same speaker's utterances, and the accuracy is 77.9%, the precision is 73.8% and the recall is 49.9% for others'. These results showed we could find new links by using meta-information.
INTRODUCTION
There are many character data in the Internet, for example online chat log data. These are very important language resources. However, it is difficult to analyze these data, because its structure is complex. Therefore, the research analyzing its structure becomes more important. As a part of the research, finding a semantic links for the multi-party conversation is very necessary.
In this paper, we made a system of finding new links for character based multi-party conversation with linguistic information and some meta-data. We had the link learned by the Decision Tree. The result of the examination of Decision Tree learning showed the accuracy is 84.1%, the precision is 87.1% and the recall is 66.9% for link between same person's utterances, and the accuracy is 77.5%, the precision is 68.5% and the recall is 56.8% for link between others' utterances. The result of the examination without meta-information showed the accuracy is 62.7%, the precision is 86.7%, the recall is 64.5% for same person's utterances, and the accuracy is 77.9%, the precision is 73.8% and the recall is 49.9% for others'. These results showed we could find new links by using meta-information.
Our system will help users to understand complex character-based multi-party conversation.
DEFINE OF LINKS BETWEEN UTTERANCES
The dialogue is structured the list of conversation participants M and the list of utterances U. The list M is expressed the following formula (1). M_NUM is a number of participants, and 2 or more without fail.
The list U is expressed the following formula (2). In the formula (2), u t is a utterance at a time t, and a Speaker of u t is expressed m(u t ).
We define that there is a link between utterance u i and utterance u j , when there is semantic relation between u i and u j , or u j is caused by u i .
We show an example of the links between utterances as follows (Figure1). In the Figure 1, In Japanese online chat, they specify the recipients of their utterance using the special sign (e.g. ">").
The Two or more sentences might be included in one utterance. And each sentence might have a link to different utterance. Therefore, we divided sentences so that an utterance consists of a sentence.
LEARNING OF LINKS BETWEEN UTTERANCES
In this paper, we tried to learn the links between utterances by C4.5 Decision Tree (J.R. Quinlan, 1993) from linguistic information and some metainformation. The meta-information should be easy to get from any dialogue data. We suggested 3 elements for meta-information, the number of conversation participants (NUM), the distance between utterances (DIS), and the frequency of individual utterance (FREQ). We use 5 elements; consist of 2 linguistic elements and 3 elements of meta-information following Table1, as attribute for Decision Tree.
Linguistic Information
The linguistic information is obtained by natural language processing, e.g. morphological analysis, syntactic analysis, and pattern matching and so on. We use 2 elements from linguistic information; the relation of sentences and the information of Recipients.
Relation of Sentences
The relation of sentences expresses the possibility of relation between two utterances. In many other researches, this relation is main element to detect the links, and approximated by various elements, for example words, morpheme, heuristic rule, etc. In this paper, we simply use bi-gram of Dialogue Acts (DA) (Andress Stolcke, et al., 1998; Inui N., et al., 2001; Edward Ivanovic, 2005) as the relation of sentences. We use 18 kind of DA (Inui N., et al., 2001) : greeting, farewell, opinion, intention, fact explanation, reason, question (wh), question (yesno), check, request, suggest, affirmation, negation, deliberation, apology, surprise, gratitude, and NO_DA.
We consider that the relation of sentences is able to approximate by the bi-gram of DA (Figure4 However, the values of bi-gram depend on the situation that the speakers of two utterances are the same or others (Figure5) .
Hereafter, we express DA of the utterance at time t as "DAt". Low probability High probability Figure 5: Difference of bi-gram probability by speakers.
Information of Recipients
The information of recipients is important to detect links from multi-party conversation. In Japanese online chat, they specify the recipients of their utterance using the special sign (e.g. ">"). We can easily gain information of recipients using this expression. We express recipients at utterance u t as r(u t ).
It is reasonable to suppose that if r(u i ) includes m(u j ) then the link is more likely to exist between utterance u i and u j (Figure6). However, it is possible that utterance u i link to utterance u j whose speaker is not recipient of u i . Thus, we assume that if r(u j ) includes m(u i ) then the link is more likely to exist between utterance u i and u j (Figure7).
According to these two rules, the link is the most likely to exist between utterance u 3 and u 5 in Figure6 and 7. 
Meta-information 3.2.1 Number of Conversation Participants and Distance
We examined the relation between NUM and DIS where the links exist from the log data of the conversation whose NUM is 2 to 10. Table 2 shows the rate of utterance to each NUM and DIS. Figure8 is a graph of Table2. The rate of the utterance in which a link does not exist was about 40% by each NUM. In Table2, the shading cells show the maximum distance among cells having over 1%. From these shading cells in Table2, we realize that the most of cells of maximum distance are located in about three plus each participant. Therefore, we define the maximum distance N expressed by the following formula (3).
, it seems quite probable that the exponential relation exist between NUM and DIS. We consider that NUM emphasizes the influence from DIS.
Frequency of Individual Utterances
We use the FREQ, because we consider that the main participant has lots of utterances. We define the FREQ to following; High probability Low probability u 1 and u 3 are more likely to link to u 5 u 3 is more likely to link to u 4 and u 5 "The FREQ is the rate of utterances of participant m(u j ) from u i-Ni to u i-1 . Here, Ni is the maximum distance at time i."
Case Data of Learning
First, we collected log data of online chat from the Internet. The log data included 533 utterances by 3-12 participants. Second, we added information of speaker, DA, recipients, and NUM. We attached all suitable tags from 18 kinds about information of DA. If a given utterance included an expression of recipients, we attached all of participants as information of recipients, and we attached "None" if the utterance did not include the expression. The utterances including the expression occupied 38.9% of all. Third, we made the learning data for Decision Tree by the following method (Figure9). As a result, we gained 600 positive samples and 4500 negative samples, and we used 600 positive samples and 1200 negative samples for learning. 
Learning of Links by Decision Tree
We made the systems of Decision Tree learning in the 10 fold cross-validation with the attribute showed Table3. The system of Decision Tree learned with the following attribute pattern in order to examine influence to the links by each attribute. We illustrated the result of learning in Table4 and Table5. Table 4 shows the result of learning links between same person's utterances, and Table5 shows the result of learning between others' utterances. In Table4 and 5, the accuracy, the precision, the recall and the F_value are defined the following formulas. In these formulas, pp: true positive, pn: false positive, np: false negative and nn: true negative. The sub-tree of Decision Tree is pictured Figure  10 and 11. Figure 10 shows a sub-set of Decision Tree when the attribute pattern is (8) in Table4, and Figure 11 shows a sub-set when the attribute pattern is (1) in Table 5 . Table 5 .
CONSIDERATION
In the matter of detecting the links between same person's utterances, the result of Decision Tree clearly shows that the information of DIS is an important element to detect the links. The information of recipients is not useful element because the speakers do not specify themselves as recipients. Therefore, the linguistic elements are especially important, it is necessary improve the estimation accuracy from the linguistic elements. In the matter of detecting the links between others' utterances, the result of Decision Tree clearly shows that the information of DIS greatly influences the links with the information of NUM.From these viewpoints, one may say that our system could find the new links that it was difficult to find from only linguistic information by using meta-information.
We can recognize from Figure10 that an attribute (A-2-b) is top of Decision Tree. Hence, we may say that our assumption that shown in Figure 7 is significant.
A further direction of this study will be to improve the estimation accuracy, the precision, and the recall from the linguistic elements. For example, it is considered that an effective method is to use the information of Rhetorical Relation. In addition to this, it may also be effective method to add other meta-information.
CONCLUSIONS
We proposed the method of learning the links between two utterances with Decision Tree using meta-information. Our system could find the new links that it was difficult to find from only linguistic information by using meta-information.
The result of the examination of Decision Tree learning showed the accuracy is 84.1%, the precision is 87.1% and the recall is 66.9% for link between same person's utterances, and the accuracy is 77.5%, the precision is 68.5% and the recall is 56.8% for link between others' utterances. The result of the examination without meta-information showed the accuracy is 62.7%, the precision is 86.7%, the recall is 64.5% for same person's utterances, and the accuracy is 77.9%, the precision is 73.8% and the recall is 49.9% for others'.
